An in vitro simulation study of impulsive force transmission along the lower skeletal extremity.
Several investigators have revealed that a relationship exists between articular cartilage deterioration and the mechanical stress that results from transient impulsive forces created in the lower extremity during gait. This study is an investigation of the transmission of impulse waves through the lower extremity and the effect of knee pathology and prosthetic knee replacement on their transmission. An in vitro experiment is performed using human cadaver specimens that are instrumented with accelerometers. The distal end of the tibia is impacted with a vibration shaker to simulate heel strike. The results indicate that the normal knee joint is able to attenuate 59% of the transient peak force applied to it by the tibia. This attenuation capacity is reduced by knee pathology and decreases further with implantation of a knee prosthesis. The results indicate that abnormalities at the knee may increase the risk of degenerative changes at the ankle, hip and in the spine due to increased transient impulsive forces.